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The 2014 NMPS Surveying Summit is shaping 
up nicely and I hope to see new and old friends 
there alike.   If you haven’t attended the NMPS 
Surveying Conference in a while I would like to 
encourage you to do so this year.  It will be held 
March 14 – 15, 2014 at the Crowne Plaza in 
Albuquerque, NM.  The schedule is included in this 
month’s Benchmarks as well. 

One addition to the schedule to note is that 
Lamar Evers the 2013 President of NSPS will be in 
attendance.  Mr. Evers will be coming in all the way 
from Florida to visit with us and will address the 
conference during lunch on Saturday.  

Mike Daly, Shelley Robertson, and of course Patty 
Floyd have been a real pleasure to work with over the 
last year on the Surveying Summit.  Larry Medrano 
has left big shoes to fill with the successful 

Join us at the

March 14-15, 2014 
Crowne Plaza Albuquerque

Speakers include: Jeff Lucas, Jim Dorsey, Bernard Telatovich, Bob Green, & more!

Topics include: Retracement & the 2009 Manual, Railroad Rights-of-way, Ethics & The Surveyor, & more!

Featuring Keynote Address by Patty Mamola, the NCEES President, and Lamar Evers, the 2013 NSPS President

Make your reservations today and be sure to use the group code (NPS) to get the group rate!

www.crowneplaza.com/albuquerque

President’s Angle
2014 NMPS President

Amanda Allred, PS     February 2014

conference he put on last year and I hope we can carry on where he left off.  

David Acosta the City of Albuquerque Surveyor and NMSU Surveying Engineering Alumni has been 
elected NMPS Vice President for 2014.  Mr. Acosta will do a fine job serving the surveyors of the State of 
New Mexico and I’d like to welcome him to his new position.  Δ
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Benchmarks Editor -  Barry Phillips 
Education Foundation - Larry Medrano
Geospatial Advisory Committee - 
Lobbyist - James Rivera
Minimum Standards - Mike Daly
PTAB - Steve Toler
Webmaster - Dave Cooper
BOLPEPS - Chris Medina
Conference - Amanda Allred

412 North Dal Paso 
Hobbs, NM 88240

Phone:  575-393-1462
Fax: 575-393-4836

patty.nmps@gmail.com
Web Site: NMPS.org
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President - Amanda Allred
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Treasurer - Kery Greiner
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Executive Director - Patty Floyd
Ethical Practices - Steve Frank 
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                                  David Acosta
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Contact Info

Barry Phillips
Phone: (505)470-2318

barryphillips.pls@gmail.com

New Mexico Professional Surveyors, striving to keep the 
Land Surveying profession respected and worthy of 

public and professional esteem; maintaining the highest 
ethical standards and encouraging the educational 

development of its membership. 

Submission Deadlines: 
May 2014 - April 15, 2014

Chapter Officers 2014
Four Corners
President – Mike  Daly
Vice-President – Kyle Spolar
Secretary – Calvin Murphy
Treasurer –  Alex Johnson
Bi-Monthly Meetings: E-mail time
Llano Estacado
President – Gary Jones
Treasurer –  Gary Eidson
Regular Meeting: 2nd Tuesday
Las Vegas
President – Jashe Alcon
Vice-President – Jude Regensberg 
Secretary/Treasurer – Grant Gourley
Meeting: K-Bobs, 3rd Thursday 6:30
Middle Rio Grande
President – Chris Pappas 
Vice-President – David Acosta
Secretary – Glen Haikin
Treasurer – Tim Tessendorf
Director –  Will Plotner
Regular Meeting: 2nd Wednesday
North Central
President – Dave Cooper
Vice-President – Allen Grace
Secretary – Paul Armijo
Treasurer – Joseph Schmitt 
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday 6pm
Sangre de Cristo
President – Vacant
Secretary/Treasurer – Vacant
Southern Rio Grande
President – Isaac Camacho
Vice President – Kurt Wurm 
Secretary – Virginia Beck
Treasurer –  Kery Greiner
Regular Meeting: 3rd Wednesday
Gila
President – Clyde King
Vice President – Rick Miller 
Secretary – Amanda Allred
Treasurer – Garret Allsup
Regular Meeting: 3rd Monday 6pm
ACSM/NSPS NMSU Student Chapter
President – Franck Kapoko Kamtchang
Vice President – Patrick Holcomb 
Secretary – David Jirik
Treasurer – Ryan Weber
ECouncil – Claire Pulsipher
Regular Meeting: Every other Thur 5:30

 

A Jemez Mountain hoodoo, near La Cueva, NM. 
Sent in by Doug Critchfield
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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, ar-
ticles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the 
author and to this publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor 
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve 
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are 
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL

Benchmarks is Now Accepting 
Paid Advertising 

The advertising rates are:
Full Page Ad .... $200
1/2 Page Ad .... $100
1/4 Page Ad .... $50

Business Card .... $20

Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, ar-
ticles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the 
author and to this publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor 
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve 
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are 
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

Hopefully this edition of Benchmarks makes it in good time before the annual conference termed the 2014 
Surveying Summit, scheduled for March 14th and 15th in Albuquerque. We hope your reservations have 
been made and look forward to a well presented program thanks to Amanda and the hard working steam 
train known as the "Patty Floyd Express."

This is the time of year that surveyors in New Mexico are honored in the form of a State Memorial (#77) 
which was once again read on the floor by Senator Nancy Rodriguez (D), during the Fifty-first Legislative 
session of the State of New Mexico. Officially, February the 13th 2014 was declared as "New Mexico Pro-
fessional Surveyors Day". Over and above that the National Surveyor's Week 2014 will be celebrated from 
16th to 22nd March with events planned for all surveyors to participate in at any level of their choice.

Some of our members have been hard at work attending board meetings on behalf of the members of 
NMPS. We have included some of these reports which are always enlightening. Both our WestFed and 
NSPS representatives have reported that NSPS has decided not to continue publishing the SaLIS journal 
which has always been a high quality production of keen academic interest and will be a great loss. Glen 
Thurow has also written on his interesting take on the Davis-Bacon Act and its consequences.

Let us support the NMSU Students in their fund-raiser in the form of the golf day on the day before the 
surveying summit. Details are included herein in the form of a flyer submitted by the students. Amanda 
has also submitted a program of lectures and events to be conducted during this years summit. This will 
be subject to possible late changes as usual and please be mindful of our invited guests and give them 
the courtesy of allowing them to speak and to be heard by others without having to compete with private 
conversations, especially during the lunch hour.

Thanks to all our other contributors to this edition, we do appreciate your efforts immensely. We hope to 
see you all at the summit.

Take care out there in the heat of February!
Barry

Front cover: New Alto at Chaco Canyon
Back cover:   Kin Ya’a ruins 

near Crownpoint  
Sent in by Tom Patrick
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THE POLITICAL DECISION
John Stock, RLS,CFM

 Don’t panic, this is not about politics as we know about it, ad nauseam from all the electronic 
sources we are deluged with daily. So what are we talking about here? How about a boundary decision 
that takes in data from the surroundings other than measurements and deeds? I was challenged at a lunch 
last April by a good friend and colleague about would I apply a different standard based on the history 
and adjoiners as well as the traditional body of information that surveyors are used to using every day. 
My answer is yes. This is after 48 years of watching mentors and bosses deal with the same thing and not 
sleeping nights. As fact finders, expert measurers and reporters we have always been taught that the land 
falls where it falls regardless of outside influence.

My first question anymore is: “who is the adjoiner?” Is it the federal government, i.e. Public Domain 
now known as F.I.L. aka Federal Interest Lands? Is it a Land Grant? Patented Mining Claim? You get the 
idea. For example, in retracing any small tract in or about the aforementioned Domain there are going to 
be some slivers of land. The 2009 Manual addresses this issue differently than the Federal surveyors and 
manuals, both BLM and USFS dealt with in the past. My take is that lately very minor slivers have no 
federal interest and the private surveyor may take some license with the time honored shape of federal 
patents such as of lode claims. We may now be encouraged to “bend” a senior lode line through a junior 
monument thus creating a P.I. in the senior line to avoid a small sliver of F.I.L.

A much respected treatise on this work was published in 1983 in the Surveyor’s Handbook and showed 
in detail how to deal with the overlaps and gaps. But that was 1983. Policies can and have changed. The 
private surveyor needs to have a better arsenal than before. Ask the questions: is this Domain or Acquired 
lands? Is there going to be a review by the BLM state office or USFS Cadastral surveyor? Is there a 
federal dependent resurvey coming? Is my decision defensible to the adjoiner whoever it is? Is this alleged 
“sliver” large enough to be considered a federal interest parcel?

One of my excellent mentors, Mike Scanlon, has always said: “you know the answers now learn what 
questions to ask.”

A detailed survey based review is most likely only going to come from the BLM or the USFS. So my sug-
gestion is to go talk to them first, before going to the field and gathering physical evidence. They may have 
some unknown, un- recorded information they can share. I view this as an extremely important step in the 
process. Then…go again at the working drawing stage showing what you have found analyzed and intend 
to do. You won’t get an official blessing but will definitely get a feeling of which way the wind is blow-
ing so to speak. Although you may not agree with what they are doing or planning to do from a privately 
employed boundary surveyor point of view, you had best take heed. Remember the endless deep pockets
the agencies have to dispute your findings if they conflict. Thus re-enter the political decision. If their 
solution is reasonable and defensible think hard about accepting it. Also think about consequences of
your actions if you argue possibly unjustly. This misplaced hardball attitude could throw your client into 
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needless and maybe winless litigation that could drag on for years. Is this stubbornness protecting the
client or public? I am constantly haranguing my large staff of two and people that attend my presentations 
to look up from the magic box and find out what’s really going on. We have to let the land and landowners 
speak to us. Secondly, we have to listen. Vision and verbal communication are good tools. They should 
never be left in the virtual tool box in favor of the electronic devices only. Using all the tools available will 
produce a more defensible opinion. This enhanced process will help to minimize the dreaded pin cushion 
corner and needless expensive and time consuming litigation. It’s past time that surveyors become 
problem solvers instead of troublemakers. 

Just how do we do that you might ask? Wait for the next installment.  Δ
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 The Importance of a Peer-Reviewed Journal

Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE, F.ASCE
February 14, 2014

The purpose of this article is to solicit support for the peer-reviewed journal, “Surveying and Land Infor-
mation Science” (SaLIS).  It was reported previously that the National Society of Professional Surveyors 
(NSPS) will discontinue publication of SaLIS.  A letter signed jointly by the Presidents of the American 
Association of Geodetic Surveying (AAGS) and the Geographic and Land Information Society (GLIS) in 
January 2014 confirms that AAGS and GLIS (former member organizations of ACSM along with NSPS) 
are now sole owners of SaLIS.  Admittedly, in the re-organization of NSPS, hard decisions had to be 
made.  But, due to the importance of a peer-reviewed journal to the surveying profession, I believe that we 
(New Mexico Surveyors and others) should find a way to continue supporting SaLIS.

Published literature is one of the hallmarks of a profession.  Credibility of the publishing process is 
established by adherence to high publication standards including grammar, process, and content.  It is 
appropriate for a professional society to oversee and be responsible for a (surveying) journal.  Peer-
reviewed journals are the “norm” within most learned professions. 

The following is shared from my perspective of serving as Editor of the ASCE Journal of Surveying En-
gineering from 1985 to 1989 and again from 1992 to 1996.  It was a huge task and an enormous responsi-
bility.  I could not have done it on my own.  But, I was part of a well-established publishing process and I 
enjoyed the generous support of many authors, reviewers, and society staff.  

Characteristics of a peer-reviewed journal include:

• A professional society is responsible for administrative details involving the Copyright Clearance  
 Center (CCC), the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) for each issue published, and intellectual 
 property issues.
• The professional society is also responsible for managing the logistical and financial affairs of   
 the publication, the publication schedule, printing/advertising/mailing etc., and establishing 
 guidelines for authors with regard to length, format, and, to a certain extent, content.
• An Editor collects manuscripts from persons who voluntarily submit articles for review and 
 possible publication.  Neither the Editor nor the authors are paid for their efforts.
• The Editor establishes a network of reviewers (Editorial Board) having expertise in various areas  
 – technical and otherwise.  Reviewers are not paid.
• Upon receiving a qualifying manuscript, the Editor sends the manuscript to reviewers for 
 evaluation – typically 2, 3, or 4 reviewers.
• Each reviewer studies the manuscript and formulates questions, comments, and   
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 recommendations with regard to publishing the manuscript.  Options for each reviewer  
 include, revise, decline, publish, or revise and re-review.  Reviewing is often an iterative 
 process.
• With sufficient positive reviews in hand, the Editor recommends the paper for publication by the 
 professional society whose staff handles actual publication.
• Generally, the author never knows the identity of the reviewers.  In some cases, the review is   
 “double blind” which means the identity of the author is not disclosed to the reviewers.
• The cost of a subscription to the peer-reviewed publication is normally included in the society   
 membership dues structure.  Other non-members subscriptions (e.g. libraries) are revenue 
 generators for the professional society.

Examples of peer-reviewed journals related to surveying include:

• Surveying and Land Information Science (SaLIS) formerly published by the American Congress   
 on Surveying & Mapping (ACSM as representing NSPS, AAGS, and GLIS).
• Photogrammetric  Engineering & Remote Sensing published by the American Society of Photo  
 grammetry & Remote Sensing (ASPRS).
• Journal of Surveying Engineering published by the American Society of Civil Engineers    
 (ASCE).
• Survey Review published by the British Commonwealth Association of Surveying and Land   
 Economy (CASLE).

Should trade magazines be considered to be an acceptable alternative to a peer-reviewed publication?

• Trade magazines are capitalistically motivated and advertiser supported.  That in and of itself is   
 not bad.  But, should the reputation and stature of the surveying profession be represented 
 by or dependent upon the trade magazines?
• A trade magazine Editor (paid) is responsible for soliciting articles and deciding what gets 
 published.  Some authors are paid.  The function of an Editorial Board (if it exists) is often 
 less formally defined.  The point is that trade publications answer to commercial interests as 
 opposed to academic (professional) criteria.
• Fortunately, the surveying profession currently enjoys the benefits of several (excellent) 
 competing trade magazines, i.e.,
i.) P.O. B.
ii.) Professional Surveyor
iii.) American Surveyor
iv.) GIM International
v.) Others
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Part of the dilemma is:

• Academic faculty need to demonstrate professional acumen by publishing in peer-reviewed pub-
lications – basis of the cliché, “publish or perish.”
• While trade magazine content may be good for practitioners and technicians, that content and 
authorship is no substitute for material published in a peer-reviewed journal.
• Citing or using material appearing in a trade magazine is certainly appropriate in some cases for 
“getting the job done” but the professional authority (credibility) of a trade magazine does not stack up 
to that of a peer-reviewed journal.  Case law in our legal system provides an analogy.

Society newsletters such as the NMPS Benchmarks also have a valuable role to fill.  A separate article 
will be devoted to discussing the benefits of a state society newsletter.  Δ

Nicolas Cournoyer

Direct Sales Rep, Arizona & New Mexico
Surveying / Engineering

Cell 602 308 9062
Fax 602 274 3740
E-mail nicolas.cournoyer@leicaus.com
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 HP 35S CALCULATOR  

Practical Examples and uses of the Statistical Accumulator 
a.k.a the Σ+ key 

By Jason E. Foose, R.L.S. 
Mohave County Surveyor 

 
“They say that 3% of the people use 5-6% of their brain, 

97% use just 3% and the rest goes down the drain, 
I’ll never know which one I am, but I’ll bet you my last dime, 

99% think we’re 3% 100% of the time.” 
 Todd Snider-Statistician’s Blues. 

 
The HP 35s, as well as most every HP RPN calculator, have a statistical accumulation key 

denoted by the capitalized Greek letter “Sigma” and the plus sign. You’ll notice that there is also 
a “Sigma minus” shift function assigned to the key as well. There is also a selection on the 

“CLEAR” menu that enables you to clear “Sigma”. The clear “Sigma” function actually clears the 
storage registers labeled -27 through -32. These registers are allotted for the storage of six 
different elements that are required to compute statistical values of common interest. The 

values in these registers can be viewed by the keystrokes [blue right shift] [-] for “sums”. They 
are identified by their statistical name rather than register number. Most of us will employ the 
“sums” method to view these elements. For those interested in programming or tinkering with 

specific statistical elements, you can directly interact with these registers if you store the register 
value in variable “J” or “I” then store or recall the value in the indirect variable (j) or (i) located on 
the [.] key or [0] key respectively. Indirect addressing is an extremely powerful component of the 

HP 35s programming. Refer to the User’s guide for further details. 
 

There are a few applications of the Sigma + key that I have found to be quite useful to me as a 
land surveyor. Given the rectangular/polar conversions programs that I shared a few months 

ago, the [Σ+] key can be used to run a polygon closure. Simply clear Sigma, convert your 
azimuth/distance to rectangular components then hit the [Σ+] key. [Σ+] stores both the X-register 
and the Y-register values. Do the same all the way around the polygon until you end up back at 
the P.O.B. [Blue right shift] [-] (sums) will display the sum of Σx and the sum of Σy. They should 
be very close to zero if your polygon closes. The logic is simply the sum of all of the positive and 

negative x-values and y-values, respectively, should be equal to or nearly zero if the polygon 
closes. This routine goes back a long time in HP RPN history. 

 
Another routine I find extremely useful is the Linear Regression (LR) function. LR can be used 
to best fit a line through a set of X,Y data points. The data is accumulated with [Σ+] and values 
defining a best fit line are computed using “least squares” logic. The resulting data is a slope 

value for the line, the Y-intercept, and a correlation coefficient that quantifies how well the data 
set fits with the line. These values are available through the LR Menu which is accessed 

through [yellow left shift] [-]. The “crowned” X and Y values are the input and estimated value 
place holders.  

 
A practical scenario to employ LR involves only two data points or end points on a line. This 

method is a direct fit line and your solutions WILL fall exactly on the line. The reason for this is, 
of course, because we have provided only the minimum definition of a line which naturally offers 

no other mathematical possibility except a 100% fit. 
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 Okay eee’nuff said about that. Let’s stake and grade some sanitary sewer line.  

 
 
 

 
 

Let our stationing be represented by our X-register values and our elevations be represented by 
out Y-register values. Our two data points are the stations and elevations of Manhole #3 and 

Manhole #4. Our data entry convention will be to enter the Y-value (elevation) then the X-value 
(station in lineal feet). Use the following keystrokes to enter the required dataset. Notes are 

italicized.  
[blue right-shift] [clear] [4]  clears the stats registers. 
[1][0][0][.][0][0][ENTER]  enters the elevation of MH #3. 
[1][0][0][0][.][0][0][Σ+]   enters the station of MH #3 in lineal feet & accumulates X&Y in Σ.
[1][0][4][.][6][9][ENTER]  repeats step 1 for second data point MH #4. 
[1][3][7][5][.][0][0]   repeats step 2 for second data point MH #4. 
[left yellow shift][-]   accesses Linear Regression Menu. 

 
Scroll through the menu to review the parameters of the line solution. “r” is your correlation 

coefficient and in this case it should equal precisely “1” because we have a perfect line fit. “m” is 
the slope of the line. In this case it should match the “plan” slope of the sewer line. If it doesn’t 
you may want to verify that your inverts and stationing are both aligned at the centerline of the 

manhole and not the sides as may be customary depending upon your local engineering 
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standards. Simply add or subtract ½ the width of each manhole multiplied by the prescribed 

slope. That should tidy up the numbers. Keep in mind that sanitary sewer lines are relatively flat 
therefore the difference between stationing along the “X axis” and the slope distance along the 
pipe is insignificant and negligible. As pipe slopes increase you may wish to reduce lineal pipe 

distances to a horizontal “X” component. 
 

We have assigned stationing to value “X” and elevation to value “Y”. The “crowned” X and Y 
menu placeholders display an “estimated” value of each component respective to the value last 

entered in to the X-register (prior to calling up the LR menu). The “crowned” X and Y are not 
related to each other but rather each is independently related to the last number entered in the 
X-register. That should ease any concerns as to why some numbers appear ridiculously out of 
whack. Rest assured that the term “estimate” for our purposes is synonymous with the “actual 

values”. 
To calculate the grade at any given station simply clear out of the LR menu screen [C]. 
1.) Enter your station in lineal feet into the X-register (i.e. 11+25 is 1,125 lineal feet, this is 

our “X” component).  
2.) Press [yellow left shift][-] to access the LR Menu. 

3.) Scroll right (silver right arrow) to the “crowned” Y for the elevation (101.56). 
4.) Repeat steps with any desired station value. 

 
Notice that the “crowned” X value appears to be the screwy value of 82,956.29. This is what the 
“X” value would be if the “Y” value (elevation) was 1,125. Take a minute and try to picture that in 

your head. This arrangement is advantageous if you need to solve for a particular unknown 
station where a critical grade occurs, you simple enter the critical grade elevation in the X-

register and view “crowned” X on the menu. Let’s say that a service lateral must be tied in at an 
elevation of 102.0’ in order to maintain positive flow. Simply enter 102 into the X-register and 

call up the LR Menu. The station (11+59.91 or “11+60” to us folk that get dirty for a living) will be 
in displayed “crowned” X. It’s all that simple! 

 
I am cutting the subject of [Σ+] short for this article. I hope in the future to demonstrate best fit to 

a line and curve fitting. Please do not hesitate to email or call me with any questions 
whatsoever. I hope to see some of you at the April APLS Conference in Tucson, Arizona. For 

details go to http://www.azpls.org/index.cfm or google AZPLS. 
 
 
 

Feel free to email any questions to rls43185@gmail.com      
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Δ

412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz
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Reaching New Heights in New Mexico

National Surveyor’s Week 2014
March 16 – 22, 2014

By Frank Lenik

 This year National Surveyors Week will be celebrated from the 16th to the 22nd of March.  Events 
are being planned by the National Society of Professional Surveyors as well as by state societies, local 
surveying chapters and individual surveyors.  Some of the celebrations under discussion include publicity 
events, educational events and support of the National Geodetic Survey’s (NGS) Height Modernization 
Program.  

 Each of us has an opportunity to participate in National Surveyor’s Week to whatever level we 
are able.  Surveyors who live in or nearby capital cities or county seats are discussing setting GPS marks, 
perhaps with the state society logo embossed on the mark, and occupying these marks so that the public 
and politicians can meet us and learn about what surveyors do.  Other surveyors I know have contacted 
the press, local schools and scout groups to use National Surveyors Week as an educational opportunity 
to inform the public about what we do and why it is important.  They will set up in school yards or other 
predetermined locations with GPS receivers, total stations, and levels to share their love of our profession.  
Finally, but no less important is the occupation of NAVD88 bench marks to assist the NGS improve the 
vertical component of the National Spatial Reference System.

 We all use GPS in our daily lives with cell phones, vehicle navigation, our hobbies or our work.  
We as a profession, and the public as our clients depend upon our correct use of GPS for positioning and 
heights on their projects.  The NGS is currently working on a nationwide height modernization program.  
This program includes many facets including airborne gravity surveys and new geoid models.  But what is 
needed most for the development of a new height model is actual GPS measurements on NAVD88 bench 
marks.  

Data submitted to the NGS through the On Line Positioning Service (OPUS) shared solutions option 
(http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/OPUS/about.jsp#sharing) will be available for inclusion in the next geoid 
model (possibly in 2015 or 2016).  It will contribute to the accuracy of a new transformation tool that NGS 
will develop which will relate NAVD 88 to the new vertical datum scheduled for release in 2022.

The NGS like most government agencies has been gutted by recent budget cuts and attrition.  They have 
few field surveyors and through cooperative programs with the various states only 14 State Advisors, 
9 State Coordinators and 1 Regional Advisor to cover the fifty states and all of the territories.  Your 
participation is vital to this program and will be much appreciated in the future.  

For more information on how to help or how to perform OPUS observations contact your Regional 
Geodetic Advisor:
William Stone C/O Bureau of Land Management 301 Dinosaur Trail Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87508
Telephone (505) 954-2074 Fax (505) 954-2114 Cell: (240) 988-5919 Email: william.stone@noaa.gov
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/ADVISORS/AllStates.shtml#SW.  Δ

Frank Lenik, PLS is a licensed land surveyor in Delaware, New Jersey, North Carolina and Pennsylvania.
He is the Area 2 Director for the NSPS and is employed by Leica Geosystems, Inc. 
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YOU CAN HELP IMPROVE EVERYONE'S GPS HEIGHTS by sharing new 
GPS survey data acquired on published bench marks. Most valuable are 
stable 1st- or 2nd-order NAVD 88, located farthest from the darker areas, near 
populated areas, or wherever you suspect the model's validity.
From National Geodetic Survey 

YOU CAN HELP IMPROVE EVERYONE’S GPS HEIGHTS by sharing new GPS 
survey data acquired on published bench marks.  Most valuable are stable 1st or 2nd 
order NAVD 88, located farthest from the darker areas, near populated areas, or 
wherever you suspect the model’s validity.
from National Geodetic Survey

GEOID12A accuracy estimate (95% confidence)
Darker +/- 3.9 cm - Lighter +/- 8.8 cm
Shown are accuracy estimates for GEOID12A, our hybrid geoid model useful for 
determining orthometric heights (NAVD 88) with GPS.  The accuracy suffers in 
areas lacking GPS data from bench marks.
from National Geodetic Survey
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New Mexico Surveyors Day

Photos taken by Kevin Haikin 

During the Second Session of the Fifty-first Legislature of 
the State of New Mexico, 2014, a Senate Memorial 77 was 
introduced by Senator Nancy Rodriguez (D) of Santa Fe.  
This memorial declared February 13th, 2014 as “New Mexico 
Professional Surveyors Day” and was read in its entirety by 
Senator Rodriguez on the floor.  During this reading there 
were five members of NMPS present.

Numerous senators also addressed the House and 
commented on the positive interaction they have had with 
surveyors and from the profession as a whole.  After the 
proceedings, Senator Nancy Rodriguez presented all the 
NMPS attendees with a certificate of the memorial and 
thanked each one for their attendance.  Thanks to James 
Rivera for his efforts in bringing this about.

Included herewith  are some photos of the attendees.  This 
time they came appropriately dressed and no garments had 
to be borrowed.  Δ

Below, L-R: Jeff Ludwig, Edward 
Trujillo, Barry Phillips, 
Senator Nancy Rodriguez and 
Diego Sisneros.

Above,  L-R:  Glen Haikin, 
Diego Sisneros, Jeff  Ludwig, James 
Rivera (NMPS Lobbyist), Ed Trujillo 
and Barry Phillips.
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Holman’s will be hosting our annual Technology for Autism golf tournament on Friday, June 20th, 
2014 at the beautiful Sandia Golf Course. Proceeds from sponsors of this tournament will be used 
to donate technology to special needs classrooms, which aids in developing skills and improv-
ing the education for Autistic children. We need your help and support to reach our goal to raise 
enough funds to equip a minimum of five (5) new classrooms with computer technology.

Enter Now – Please go to www.holmans/golf2014 to complete the entry and sponsorship process 
for this great event. 

We look forward to having you join us this year for a great time that will enable us to continue our 
commitment to help Autistic children, retain quality teachers in our public schools, and increase 
Autism awareness. Δ

Visit Holman’s booth at the NMPS Convention  
See our new 2014 Innovative Technology line of products!

Annual Technology for Autism Golf Tournament 
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These are a couple of points of interest presented to the NMPS Board of Directors by 
Glen Thurow, NM NSPS Governor on February 15, 2014.  Editor.

There is a topic under discussion regarding the  “Emerging Professional”.  Perhaps this is some-
thing we should consider for NMPS. Each year identify an up-and coming surveyor or surveying 
student (senior?) who might be able to contribute to this focus group.

This is of particular importance. We need to identify the underlying reasons for falling numbers in 
the FS exam. For the January-February cycle for the FS exam there are only 98 applicants / exam 
takers nationwide. However, for the FE exam there are well over 2000 applicants / exam takers. 
Perhaps the numbers will improve for the April / May cycle as graduation approaches.

• The NSPS 100% membership initiative continues. We became a 100% affiliate on Janu-
ary 1st, 2014. This brings the total number of states with signed MOUs to 41 with all but 3 others 
somewhere in the process. 

• NSPS continues the dialog with the Department of Labor over Agency Memorandum 212 
concerning survey crew members falling under provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act.  Please refer 
to my article included in this edition of Benchmarks. 

• NSPS is no longer publishing SaLIS. This is regrettable but perhaps unavoidable under the 
circumstances.  My understanding is that AAGS and GLIS are now the sole owners and publishers 
of the publication. 

• The spring NSPS meeting will be held in San Diego this April in conjunction with the joint 
California/ Nevada surveyor’s conference. 

Respectfully submitted,
Glen Thurow
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Does pounding a hub on a construction site 

make you a “laborer or mechanic” in the eyes 
of the Department of Labor?

By Glen Thurow

The answer to the above question is “we’re still not sure”. For those Benchmarks readers who have not 
been following this developing story, in March of 2013 the Department of Labor issued an All Agency 
Memorandum (AAM212) classifying certain activities performed by survey crew members on federal 
constructions projects as falling under the provisions of the Davis-Bacon Act (DBA). Essentially, when 
a crew member performs certain activities they are to be considered “laborers or mechanics” as defined 
by DBA labor standards. The memorandum was issued in consultation with the International Union of 
Operating Engineers. No other stakeholders such as the National Society of Professional Surveyors (NSPS) 
were consulted and no legislative or legal mandate cited as the reason for reversing a long-standing DoL 
policy.*

Since the issuance of the March memorandum NSPS and others have been trying to establish the reason-
ing and motivation behind the policy change. This attempt has included NSPS letters to DoL, meetings 
with the DoL last summer and a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request for documents relating to the 
policy revision. As of this writing the DoL has not responded to the FOIA request. However, it did finally 
respond in December, 2013 with a letter to Curt Sumner, NSPS Executive Director, attempting to clarify 
the DoL position. 

Rather than clarifying the issue, the December DoL letter has introduced inconsistencies with the March 
letter to the Operating Engineers and AAM212. Executive Director Sumner has outlined the current NSPS 
line of reasoning as follows:

NSPS is working to compile a document to "map" the inconsistencies between the (1) March 
2013 letter to the Operating Engineers, (2) the AAM 212, and (3) the December letter to NSPS. 
We will schedule a meeting to ask that they repeal the AAM 212, or revise it to clearly and con-
sistently state what is and is not subject to Davis-Bacon.

Although it appears the letter implies that DoL seems to be retreating, the letter and the AAM are 
inconsistent. Some of the inconsistencies include:

1)      How to define “employed by the contractor or subcontractor”; our perspective on this is 
that survey crews employed by companies owned by professional surveyors (or even engineers) 
that are hired to provide a service to a contractor or subcontractor are not to be “covered” by 
Davis-Bacon. Although AAM 212 does not specifically state this, the December letter states, 
“Survey crew members not employed by a construction contractor or subcontractor are not 
subject to DBA requirements”. Still, such companies employing such not covered survey crew 
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members are being forced to comply with AAM 212.

2)      The December letter states that DoL Wage and Hour Division (WHD) will “review con-
tracting agency requests” related to inclusion of survey crew classifications to be covered, im-
plying that the issue will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Yet, AAM 212 is being used 
“universally”, and the letter says DoL does not “intend to stay implementation of the AAM”.

At this point, I don’t think we can interpret the letter as saying surveying crews (even those em-
ployed by professionals) on a construction site do not fall under DBA requirements because this 
is being enforced now. However, we do believe we have a strong case to make that, at the very 
least survey crews working for licensed professionals should not be covered. Whether that can 
extend to employees of construction companies or subcontractors is uncertain. In any case, we 
feel that the definition of activities to be covered as defined in AAM 212 should be changed.

Part of the problem in applying AAM212 to surveying crews is the mixed nature of the survey work per-
formed on a construction site. For instance, if I’m the head chainman and we are setting out points for 
building control, or I’m using GPS to set control points, does precise and accurate line and grade consti-
tute a professional activity while pounding the hub for the point suddenly convert me to a laborer and me-
chanic? How do I track the time? Will I now have to keep track of who’s doing what and for how long? 

Hopefully, this issue will be resolved in the near future. The problems AAM212 introduce are unnecessary 
and to date, the reasoning behind changing long established policy DoL inexplicable. Δ
_____________________________________________________________________________
*Note: Documents relating to this issue can be found on a special NSPS webpage:  Go to www.nsps.
us.com and click on Advocacy / Government Affairs from the site menu.

This stone survey monument currently 
reposes in the Palace of the Governors 

courtyard in Santa Fe. 

Does anybody know the story behind the 
missing longitude inscription?

Photo sent in by Doug Critchfield
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ASCE Resolution              542 

APPLICATION OF PREVAILING WAGES TO PROFESSIONAL SURVEY CREWS

Approved by the Public Policy Committee on December 4, 2013 
Adopted by the Executive Committee of the Board of Direction on December 11, 2013 

WHEREAS,  professional surveyors have attained  professional qualifications , who 
are qualified to practice the profession of surveying by the various 
states, and  employ certain technicians on crews who work under the 
responsible charge of licensed professional surveyors, and 

WHEREAS,  professional surveyors and their crews are expected to place service 
before profit, honor and standing of the profession before personal 
advantage, and the public welfare above all other considerations; and 

WHEREAS,  professional survey crews are bound by the canons of the surveying 
profession to develop and communicate their work product and analyses 
without bias or personal interest; and 

WHEREAS, surveying crews are not “laborers or mechanics” within the meaning of 
the Davis-Bacon Act of 1931 (40 U.S.C. § 276a) in that their work is not 
“manual or physical in nature”;

WHEREAS, in a 1962 letter, the Department of Labor concluded that where the work 
of an individual working in a survey crew is considered professional or 
sub-professional, the individual is not a laborer or mechanic within the 
meaning of the Davis-Bacon Act; and 

WHEREAS, the Wage and Hour Division (WHD) of the U.S. Labor Department 
announced a policy in March 2013 that would avoid “an unduly narrow 
interpretation of the types of duties” qualifying as physical or manual 
labor by surveying crews, thereby rendering these crews subject to the 
requirements of the Davis-Bacon Act; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED 
that the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) opposes any effort 
by the Labor Department to consider an expansive definition of the terms 
“laborers or mechanics” to include professional surveying crews within 
the coverage of the prevailing wage determinations of the Davis-Bacon 
Act.

ASCE Resolution 542 
First Approved 2013 
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Highlights of Board of Directors Meeting 

Western Federation of Professional Surveyors  
Report by WFPS Office and NMPS Delegate Earl F. Burkholder 

 
The Western Federation of Professional Surveyors (WFPS) was formed in 1979.  The WFPS Board of Directors includes 
two delegates from each of the 13 western states and serves as a regional voice for the surveying profession.  Typically 
the WFPS Board meets three times each year to discuss practice issues affecting western states surveyors.  For more 
information about WFPS and the state associations, visit WFPS.org.  
 
The most recent meeting of the WFPS Board was on January 11, 2014, in Portland, Oregon.  New Mexico surveyors 
were represented by NMPS Delegates Earl F. Burkholder and Chris Medina.  Tentatively, the next meeting of the WFPS 
Board will be May 3, 2014, in Albuquerque, New Mexico.     
 
During the January 11th meeting, WFPS Chairman Richard Heieren (Alaska) reported that matching funds have been 
secured from NCEES for the program - Teaching with Spatial Technology (TwiST).  TwiST brings teachers from the 13 
western states together to learn about spatial technology and how to generate ideas for implementing spatial technology 
in the classroom. TwiST serves as a public awareness program for the surveying profession and making pre-college 
teachers more aware of spatial technology ultimately provides young people with information on a career that could 
include surveying. Each of the 13 western states will nominate and sponsor teachers (with matching funds from NCEES) 
to attend TwiST which will be held June 23-27, 2014. In addition to the state association, NCEES, and WFPS; TwiST is 
also sponsored by the Oregon Institute of Technology and Clark College in Vancouver, Washington. 
 
It was reported that NSPS has taken action to stop publishing the SaLIS Journal which serves as the only peer-reviewed 
land surveying journal. The WFPS Board of Directors discussed the importance of having a peer-reviewed journal for the 
profession and academia and will continue to monitor the situation.  (New Mexico Delegate Earl F. Burkholder has written 
a separate opinion article - appearing elsewhere in this issue – about the benefits of a peer-reviewed journal.  
 
WFPS will hold a strategic planning session in May, 2014, to discuss potential programs and opportunities for WFPS to 
assist the western state land surveying associations. 
 
The WFPS Board of Directors adopted the following resolution in support of a mandatory continuing education 
requirement. 
 

WHEREAS, the Western Federation of Professional Surveyors (WFPS) is a regional Association 
representing Land Surveyors in the 13 western states, and 
 
WHEREAS, the vast majority of WFPS states have a mandatory continuing education requirement 
for license renewal, and 
 
WHEREAS, WFPS is committed to the protection of the public, which is accomplished by Land 
Surveyors maintaining an up-to-date knowledge and understanding of current laws, rules, and 
regulations related to the practice of land surveying, and 
 
WHEREAS, WFPS is committed to keeping Land Surveyors up-to-date, expanding their outlook and 
ensuring that they are provided  the professional resources, outlets and educational advantages 
needed to succeed; respond rapidly to the ever-evolving professional requirements and, 
 
WHEREAS, continuing education is a proven method of enhancing skills and resources, providing 
information concerning new technology, developments and issues relating to land surveying; and, 
 
WHEREAS, continuing education is a method of ensuring that the Land Surveyor has formal 
opportunities to upgrade and update professional knowledge and skills; encouraging the Land 
Surveyor to learn from other professionals; and assisting the professional to expand his/her 
professional resource network;  
 
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that WFPS supports a requirement of mandatory 
continuing education for Land Surveyors.   
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Ira Hardin
Las Cruces, NM

Keith Stickford  
La Jara, NM 

Glen Thurow  
Albuquerque, NM

Steve Toler
Albuquerque, NM

Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico 
Professional Surveyor and for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more 

information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Tim Aldrich  
Albuquerque, NM

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM 

Isaac Camacho
Las Cruces, NM 

Douglas W. Copeland 
T or C, NM 

Marc A. DePauli  
Gallup, NM

Sustaining Members   

Thank you for  
  your support!
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